
DISNEY MOVIE - GAMES NIGHT  

Overview:  

There are 5 stations, 5 kvutzot. Every station is run by one Madrich and another Madrich 
will follow the Kvutzah. Each station is themed around a movie and activities that relate to 
it. Each station will last approximately 7-8 minutes.  

*Note: Madrichim will be rotating, NOT chanichim  

Madrichim running a station should dress up as a character from that movie!  

Goals:  

-Teach lessons about the different themes of the movies (growing up, friendship, etc)  
-Meet new members of the Edah  
-Make new goals for the Kayitz  
-Have Kef!  

	  
 

Kvutzot:  
ADINA  

1.  Couch Priluck  
2.  Dafna Novick  
3.  Levi Merenstein  
4.  Avi Torres  
5.  Benjamin Weiss  
6.  Daria Ar  
7.  Sophia Cooper  
8.  Lexie Gesser  

 
 

SMOND  
1.  Ari White-Pincus  
2.  Ethan Cooper  
3.  Gavi Olson  
4.  Alitza Soiffer  
5.  Shoshana Peck  
6.  Yael Rosenberg  
7.  Abigail Zimmerman  
8.  Sydney Brant  

 

SOPHIE  
1.  Daniel Manning  
2.  Eden Shirilan-Howlett  
3.  Joe Weiner  
4.  Bea Kardon  
5.  Mira Epstein  
6.  Shayna Rockmore  
7.  Ellie Plotkin  
8.  Elle Tinsky  

 
 

DANNY,	  ALICIA  
1.  Daniel Simon  
2.  Joel Harris  
3.  Sam Mullen  
4.  Adin Wanderer  
5.  Gabi Simon  
6.  Panda Oshry  
7.  Livvy Smith  
8.  Rebecca Auerbach  
9.  Isabella Filler 

ALEX  
1.  Ezra Liebowitz  
2.  Ari Lichtenfeld  
3.  Josh Brant  
4.  Oren Israel  
5.  Katie Auerbach  
6.  Miriam Goldel  
7.  Noa Rone  
8.  Jayden Firoved  

 

 

 

	  

	  

	  



STATIONS:  

 – Ronel, E-Wall  

1. Split the kvutzah into 2 little kvutzot, and each kvutzah will pick their own recycle 
name of the group  
2. a) Do a relay race between the groups, each time the chanichim should come as 
different animal- because recycles can save those animals  (not running just fast walk with 
a lot of voices)- frog (hop),crab (crab-walk), chicken (flap wings), flamingo (one leg), snake 
(slither on the ground), bear (bear crawl), cow (moo).  
    b) When you get to where the madrich is standing you need to find a new use for one of 
the items that in the list, after the madrich agrees he can come back, and then the next 
chanich goes.  
    c) The kvutzah that have the most number of chanichim giving a new use for the items 
wins  

 
:Items  

Hat  
Backscratcher  
Sunglasses  
Kippa  
Chees curls  
Twizzlers  
Toilet paper  
Salt  

Pen  
Bag  
Camera clicker  
Humus  
Selfi stick  
Arm under 
pillow  
Rock speaker  

A lock  
Key  
Flip-flop  
Spinner  
Play dough  
Broom  

	  
	  
 

 – Aviya, Toy Story  

ite the everyone will receive a piece of paper and a pen and will wrFriendship Chain:  1.
best qualities/characteristics of being a friend- what they want in a friend. Then the 
Madrichim will come and attach them and make a chain- with the stapler or tape.  
REMEMBER!!! Do NOT make one chain per group! Each chain will be attached 
together!!!  

Enjoying the moment2.   
Chanichim will write on one side of the paper their favorite moment of the kayitz so far, 
and on the other side, one thing they are looking forward to.  
Then go around and share  

	  

	  

 



Jess  -Inside Out  

1. Every chanich will get a card on his forehead telling what feeling from the movie he is 
Each  :) and he need to guess it with yes no questions, fear(anger, sadness, disgust, joy

person can ask only one question per chanich.  
*Remind chanichim: the emotions they were given in no way reflect emotions they 
emulate  

 
2. The madrich will give a scenario and the chanichim have to find a different partner each 
round and use that emotion to act it out.  
Scenarios:  
-You missed the school bus  
-Your ice cream cone fell on the floor  
-The Chadar ran out of Shabbos Brownies  
-The Six flags water park is closed for a month because of the weather  
-You thought you bought chocolate chip cookies, but it turns out it was oatmeal raisin.  
(Make some up on the spot)  

 

Ratatouille - Ori:  
Split the station into 2 groups. Each group is given the challenge s: Creativity and boldnes

of creating a new dish for the Chadar  
-They have to explain why the dish is important and why camp should serve it.  
-Each must have at least 13 ingredients.  
-When going around explaining their dish, each ingredient must have a reason of 
importance (Example: Cinnamon is sweet, as is camp)  
If more time at the end, then have them go around and say their favorite meal at camp/ 
their favorite thing to make/bake  

 
Minion Movie- Hannah:  

 ation:Communic  
1. These tasks must be completed without talking. The only sounds that can be made are 
typical minion noises and the only word that may be used is “Banana”  

a) Chanichim stand in a line in order of their birthday.     
     b) Chanichim stand in a line alphabetically by middle name.    

2. Chanichim will play telephone with one word using minion noises. Madrich will come up 
with word, and then tell chanichim. Do this a couple of times.  
3. Chanichim will create their own minion character. They can draw the minion. They 
should decide what talent/theme the minion is. They should name their minion.  

 

 


